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WOODEN BOWLS OF THE ALGONQUIAN INDIANS 

By CHARLES C. WILLOUGHBY 

The proficiency attained in the manufacture of certain household 
utensils by the Algonquian people is shown by the few bowls and 
ladles that are occasionally found in old collections or which have 
been preserved in Indian families. That they were comparatively 
common in early colonial times is evident from the following quota- 
tions. During the epidemic of smallpox in 163 5 among the Indians 

living near the site of Hartford, Connecticut, being too ill to gather 
firewood they kept themselves from freezing by burning " ye woden 
trayes & dishes they ate their meals in."' Morton, writing of the 
New England Indians, says: "They have dainty wooden bowls 

amongst them; and these are disposed by bartering one with the 
other and are but in certain parts of the Country made, where the sev- 
eral trades are appropriated to the inhabitants of those parts only."2 
Gookin3 writes of dishes, spoons, and ladles made " very smooth and 
artificial, and of a sort of wood not subject to split. These they 
make of several sizes." Josselyn 4 refers to " dishes, spoons, and 
trayes wrought very smooth and neatly out of the knots of wood." 
Loskiel 5 referring to the Delawares and Iroquois, says: "They 
make their own spoons, and large round dishes of hard wood with 
great neatness." These they sometimes sold to the whites for 
food and clothes. 

According to Heckewelder 6 it was the duty of the young Dela- 
ware man about to marry, to provide dishes, bowls, and other nec- 
essary vessels for housekeeping, and it was also customary for some 
men in their leisure hours to make bowls and ladles which when 
finished were at their wives' disposal. 

1 Bradford, History of Plymouth Plantation, Boston, 1898, p. 389. 
2 Morton, New English Canaan, Prince Society, p. 159. 
3Gookin, Historical Collections, Mass. Hist. Coll. Ist s., repr. 1859, vol. I, p. 15 J 

SJohn Josselyn, Two Voyages to Aew England, Veazie repr., p. Ir I. 
5Loskiel, History of the MVission of the United Brethren, ed. 

I794, pt. I, p. 54. 
6 John Heckewelder, History of Indian Nations, pp. 145, 148. 
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Strachey,1 writing of the Virginia Indians, refers to "all their 

goodly furniture of matts and dishes, wooden pots and platters, for 
of this sort is all their goodly epitrapzia or vessels belonging to their 
use for the table or what ells." Marquette 2 tells us that the Illinois 
tribes "make all their utensils [vaisselle, table utensils] of wood, 
and their ladles out of the heads of cattle." 

The above references while not exhaustive show conclusively 
that wooden dishes formed a considerable proportion of the house- 
hold utensils throughout this section, and, taken in connection with 
old specimens collected more recently from central and western 

tribes, indicate that they were common to a large part of the Algon- 

$$ h231 

(1k O) d) 
FIG 104. - Wooden spoons and ladles, Algonquian Indians. 

quian area. In some sections of Canada, and especially in the east- 

ern part, bark dishes seem to have been more common. Wooden 

dishes were used also by the Iroquois tribes. Bowls and ladles of 

Algonquian types occurred among the Winnebago, Omaha, Man- 

dan, and probably other tribes of the Siouan stock. Some of the 

Siouan tribes probably obtained the more characteristic eastern forms 

from the western Algonquians by trade, or, like the Winnebago, may 
have learned from them the art of making these utensils. 

Among Algonquians in general the art of the potter was applied 
almost wholly to the production of cooking pots, and while food 
was often served in the pot in which it was cooked, pottery vessels 

exclusively for serving food seem generally to have been unknown, 
vessels of wood and bark being used for this purpose. Clay dishes 

1William Strachey, Historie of Travaile into Virginia Britannia, Hakluyt Society, 

P. 59- 
2Marquette, First Voyage, Jesuit Relations, Thwaites ed., vol. LIx, p. 129. 
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of more or less conventionalized bird or quadruped form, as well as 
the typical pottery food basins from the southern section of the 
United States, were evidently represented in the north by little 
known utensils of wood having similar forms and functions. 

Wooden utensils fall naturally into three classes - ladles or 
spoons, platters and bowls. The characteristic ladle or spoon, often 
of bird's-eye or curly maple, is still found among several Algonquian 
tribes, and the Iroquois, Winnebago, and Omaha. It ranges from the 

Nascapee of Labrador to the Omaha of Nebraska, and in protohistoric 
times probably was common to a large part of the Algonquian area. 
In some sections, and especially in New England, the primitive type 
seems to have been modified in early historic times to a form closely 
approaching the European spoon. There seems to have been but 
little difference in shape between the native type of individual spoon 
and the larger ladle that accompanied the common cooking pot and 
was used especially at feasts for transferring food to individual bowls 
of wood or bark. 

An interesting feature of many of the spoons and ladles is the 
recurved upper extremity of the handle which catches the edge of the 
bowl and prevents the immersion of the spoon in the food (fig. 104). 
In some instances the head of the bird or the full figure of a bird or 

quadruped is carved in relief at the top of the handle, the beak or 
tail of the effigy often serving as a hook. The human figure was 
also used by the Iroquois in decorating the handles of their ladles. 

Very few plates or platters of primitive forms have been preserved. 
They appear to have been circular in outline and one to two feet in 
diameter. 

Wooden plates about a foot in diameter are found occasionally 
among the Abnaki and Micmac. In recent years these have served 
as receptacles for dice in the well-known dice game. It is to this 
widely distributed game that we owe the preservation of good ex- 
amples of both bowls and platters which were probably made orig- 
inally for household purposes, their use as gaming accessories being 
secondary. 

Although the bowls described in this paper are of primitive 
types, it is probable that one only was made with the assistance of 
stone implements, and in forming this specimen the steel tomahawk 
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and knife were evidently also employed. The other examples were 

probably worked out with the curved steel knife - a most efficient 
tool in the hands of an Indian. 

Contrary to the opinion of certain eminent students of primitive 
American handicraft, the writer believes that the acquisition of 
steel tools by the American people did not result in an improvement 
of their art products in general. 

The New England colonists early recognized the excellence of 
the material used by the Indians in making their wooden utensils, 
and serviceable bowls were wrought by them from bird's-eye maple. 
Examples may be seen in colonial museums. They have a clumsy 

c7 ~ aT8iiK 

FIG. 105. - Wooden bowls and plates, Algonquian Indians. 

appearance however, when compared with native work: their walls 
are proportionately thicker and they lack the pleasing outlines and 

variety of design shown by the better class of Indian bowls. 
The majority of bowls illustrated are probably individual food 

vessels. The more elaborate animal forms may have been used for 
ceremonial purposes, but we have no evidence that they were so 

employed. 
Maple wood was extensively used and highly valued for the 

manufacture of these utensils, the bird's-eye and curly portions being 
preferred. Elm was also widely employed. According to De 
Forest pepperage was used by the Mohegan. This wood is firm, 

close-grained, and very unwedgable on account of the oblique 
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direction and crossing of,the fiber of the different layers. The 

knotty, expanded portion at the base of the trunk where the roots 

join seems to have been often selected. 
It is probable that the older New England bowls figured date 

from the seventeenth century. The specimen shown on plate xxvII, 
d, was for many years in possession of a family near Plymouth, Mas- 

sachusetts, situated in the territory formerly ruled by the noted Wam- 

panoag sachem Massasoit. It measures fourteen and one-fourth 
inches in length and eleven and three-fourth inches in width, and is 
made of elm wood. The handle, or projection rising from the rim, 
seems to represent the conventionalized head of an animal, the 
small projections at either side indicating the ears. The two per- 
forations probably served for the passage of a cord by which the 
vessel could be suspended. This specimen has been long known 
as " King Philip's samp bowl." Presented to the Massachusetts His- 
torical Society late in 1803, it was used for many years in balloting 
with corn and beans for members. At the quarterly meeting of 

January, 1804, it was voted " That the committee of Publication S 
. . be requested to cause an inscription to be put on King Philip's 

Bowl and to procure an affidavit ascertaining its authenticity." ' The 

following is the inscription appearing upon its inner side. 

"A Trophy from the Wigwam of King 
Philip when he was slain in 1676 
by Richard. Presented by Elez' Richard 
his Grandson." 

The following memorandum seems to have been the only docu- 
ment relating to the authenticity of the specimen that the committee 
was able to procure: 

"Plymouth, Sept. 14. 1803. Received of 
Isaac Lothrop, eight dollars in full for 
a wooden bowl formerly belonging to 
that illustrious soldier known by the name 
of King Philip, son of the celebrated Indian 
Sachem, Massasoit, and was a portion of 
the trophy assigned to Eleazer Richard 
great grandfather of the subscriber who 

'AMass. Hist. Society Proceedings, vol. I, p. 163- 
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made one of the party that terminated 
the existance of the once princely proprietor. 

his 
Eleazer x Richard 

mark 

Isaac Lothrop was Register of Probate for the county of Ply- 
mouth and a member of the Massachusetts Historical Society. The 
bowl was evidently presented to the Society by him. In the list of 
donations prepared for the quarterly meeting of Oct. 3, 1804, ap- 
pears the entry: "The bowl of Sachem Philip from a Friend." 

In the Dexter edition of Church's History of King Philip's War' 
is the following note relating to this specimen: " Church's narrative 
furnishes no evidence, either way, in regard to the genuineness of this 
relic. I find, however, no trace, either in Savage's fertile pages, or 
the Colony Records of Plymouth, Massachusetts, or Rhode Island 
of any Eleazer Richard (or Richards or Richardson) as then living 
in New England, nor any evidence that any person of that surname 
served under Church in this campaign." 

As every one familiar with the history of Church's campaign 
knows, Philip was slain by the deserting Wampanoag Indian who 

guided Church's party at night to the temporary camp of Philip, 
which was probably without household utensils of any kind. The 

bowl is probably of Wampanoag origin, and it may have been 

brought with other booty from Philip's village on a previous expe- 
dition, for it was the custom of the English to pillage upon such 

occasions. It is very doubtful however if it belonged to the house- 

hold of that chief. 
A similar bowl is shown on plate xxvuI, c. It is the property of 

Mrs Emma Baker, a woman of Mohegan blood, and it descended 

to her from Lucy Tantaquidgeon, a sister of the noted Mohegan 
minister and missionary Samson Occom (1723-1792). The writer 

is indebted to William C. Gilman, Esq., for its history and the 

photograph. The bowl is nearly circular, about eleven inches in 

diameter and four inches deep. There are two cracks, one of which 

is closed by a metal clamp. The worn condition of the handle in- 

dicates long use. The notch and nearly vertical groove to the right 

1 Part I, p. 153. 
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of the horizontal line of wampum formed an original feature of its 
decoration. This ornamental border may have extended higher on 
the handle and perhaps to the opposite side, as indications of the 

groove can still be seen. There was probably at least a corre- 

sponding groove and notch upon the opposite side, which has been 
broken or cut away, the outline of the handle now following the 
line of the groove. It will be noted that similar decorative features 
are present in the handle of the vessel shown in figure 107. 

At a period perhaps much later than the time of its making 
the inner face of the handle was inlaid with two rows of white 

wampum joined at right angles. Six of these beads are missing. 
For some time this apparently incongruous design was a puzzle to 
the writer, till finally it evolved into the letter L, the initial of Lucy 
the sister of Occom and an early owner of the bowl. Lucy must 
have been about nine years of age when the young Mohegan ap- 
plied for admission to the Reverend Mr Wheelock's school, and it 
does not seem improbable that the initial is the work of this older 
brother. The two perforations are also apparently of later date, 
but are in keeping with the original design of the bowl as will be 
seen by referring to plate xxvii, d. 

There is a Pequot or Mohegan bowl in the hands of a collector 
in New London that has a zone of wampum inlay upon the outer 
side. 

About the year 1850 John W. De Forest saw in possession of a 
woman living near the Mohegan cemetery at Norwich, Connecticut, 
two bowls carved from pepperage knots, each holding about three 
pints, and said to have once been the property of the great Uncas. 
One of these was circular, and had a handle like the head of an owl ; 
the other was oblong and had two handles like the heads of dogs 
facing each other.' Correspondence resulted in locating two bowls 
answering the description of the second specimen dcscribed by De 
Forest, both being known as Uncas bowls. It is doubtful however 
if either is the specimen referred to by this author. 

The first is illustrated on plate xxvII, b, and is the property 
of Miss Emily S. Gilman to whom it descended as a family heir- 
loom. Her Coit ancestors from whom she received it had lived in 

1 De Forest, History of the Indians of Connecticut, p. 13. 
AM. ANTH., N. S., 10-28. 
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the Pequot-Mohegan region since about 1650. Nothing further 
is known of its history. It is skilfully made from a knotty piece 
of hard wood; is ten and seven-eighths inches long, eight and 
one-fourth inches wide, and two and seven-eighths inches high at 
the rim, and has the appearance of great age. The cracks at the 
side have been repaired with wire clamps. The somewhat conven- 
tionalized heads rising from either end are well executed. The mouth 
is shown, but the eyes are not indicated. 

hl. 41'''"' 

FIG. io6. -Mohegan bowl of wood. (One-fourth natural size.) 

The second specimen, which is illustrated in fig. io6, is in 
the Slater Memorial Museum at Norwich, Connecticut. It is about 
an inch longer than the Gilman bowl and considerably deeper, but 
of about the same width. The heads forming the handles differ 
somewhat from those previously described. A crack appears upon 
either side as shown in the illustration, and at one point the bowl 
has been repaired by passing a cord through two perforations, and 
also strengthened a short distance above by a lead clamp. The his- 

tory of this bowl is given on the label, but as the present writer 
has had no opportunity to verify its correctness it is omitted from 
this account. 

Uncas, the noted Mohegan sachem and friend of the colonists 
of southeastern Connecticut, died about the year 1682, and several 
of his family are buried in the old Mohegan cemetery at Norwich. 
It is doubtful if either of the above bowls was owned by him. They 
are, however, very old, of native design, and were doubtless made 

by his people. 
Another interesting old Mohegan bowl is shown in fig. 107. This 

is also in the Slater Memorial Museum at Norwich, and is said to 
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have been taken from a grave near that city many years ago. It 
has a slightly weathered appearance which may have been caused 

by exposure out of doors for a few months. It is made from a 

burly piece of hard wood, probably of the same kind used in mak- 

ing the two bowls last described, and is accompanied by a metal 

spoon of a type common in the colonies during the seventeenth cen- 

tury. Upon the inner face of the handle is a well-executed carving 
of the head of an animal. The handle proper, exclusive of the 
head, is of the same general type as those shown on plate xxvii, c, d. 

Upon both sides of the handle of the former (c) similar ornamental 

grooves and side notches were probably originally present. 
Another Mohegan bowl is illustrated in plate xxvii, a. This is in 

the cabinet of Mr George G. Heye, of New York, to whom the 
writer is indebted for the photograph. It is made of maple and is 
of a later date than the five New England bowls above described. 
This is said to have been fashioned by the grandfather of the Indian 
from whom it was recently purchased. The type is primitive. It 
is nearly circular, four inches high at the rim, and a little more than 
thirteen inches in diameter. 

:" -U, 
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FIG. 107. - Mohegan bowl of wood. (One-fourth natural size.) 

A beautiful old Delaware bowl of elm wood, also in Mr Heye's 
collection, is shown on plate xxvIII, d. The extensions of the body 
of the vessel upon either side serve as handles. In some examples 
these are plain, in others scalloped. 

A Chippewa bowl of elm wood, with side projections, is figured 
on plate xxviii, c. This is from near Sarnia, Ontario, and is an excel- 
lent example of native woodworking. The walls are thin and of 
uniform thickness, the outlines being unusually graceful. 
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Another eastern Chippewa bowl, also showing fine workman- 

ship, is illustrated on plate xxvIII, a. It is wrought from a maple knot 
and has a well-executed border about three-eighths of an inch wide 

just below the rim. It was collected at Walpole island, Ontario. 
Both the above Chippewa bowls are in the Peabody Museum at 

Cambridge. 
The maple wood raven bowl shown on plate xxvIIi, b, was captured 

from an encampment of Blackfoot Indians in 1865 by Col. Sibley, 
U. S. A. It was presented to the Natural History Society of Wor- 

cester, Massachusetts, by John U. Alton and was later transferred 
to the museum of the Worcester Society of Antiquity. The bowl 
was an old one at the time of its capture. It measures fifteen inches 
in length, thirteen inches in width, and is three inches high at the 
rim. The tail has been broken off and lost. Judging from the 

adjoining portion it was two and one-half inches wide at the base 
and turned upward, balancing the head. That part of the bowl 

adjoining the tail has also been broken off, but was afterward joined 
to the body by an ingenious arrangement of lead clamps. The 

eyes are represented by brass-headed tacks. There was also a 
similar tack on the rim, at either side of the neck, one of which is 

missing. 
About the year 1795 the beaver bowls figured on plate xxix 

were the property of George Turner, judge of the Western Terri- 

tory. The lower specimen (b) is in the cabinet of the Academy of 
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, where it was deposited in 1879 by 
the American Philosophical Society, of which Judge Turner was a 
member. The writer is indebted to Mr Clarence B. Moore, of 

Philadelphia, for the excellent photograph. 
The following is a copy of the label written at the time the 

specimen was received by the Academy: 
" Wooden vessel carved in imitation of a Beaver and used as a 

tureen by the Kaskaskian, Illinois. Judge Turner I795, Am. 
Philos. Soc. dep. 1879." 

On the bottom of the bowl is an inscription in ink, probably 
placed there when the carving was given to the Philosophical 
Society : 

" Kaskaskian. Design representing a Beaver 
March 10, '95 [I795]" 
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b 

WOODEN EFFIGY BOWLS REPRESENTING THE BEAVER 

a, Probably Illinois; b, Kaskaskia, an Illinois tribe. (About one-fifth natural size.) 
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The bowl has a narrow groove surrounding the cavity in the 
back and extending along the edge of the tail, the upper portion of 
which is cross-hatched. The eyes are indicated by small brass- 
headed tacks. The modeling is stiff and formal, most of the lines 

being angular and inartistic. The contours show conclusively that 
the carving was executed with a steel knife. 

The other beaver bowl shown on the same plate (a) has upon 
its side this inscription: 

" Indian sculpture of a beaver, presented by Judge Turner." 

This specimen was received by the Peabody Museum of Cam- 

bridge from the old Boston Museum, which undoubtedly acquired 
it with many other objects from the Peale Museum of Philadelphia 
(established in 1785), when, after a successful existence of nearly 
fifty years, it was discontinued and its collections sold. It seems 
evident that Judge Turner presented this carving to the Peale 
Museum at about the same time (1795) that the other bowl was 
donated to the Philosophical Society. It is also probable that it 

originated among the Kaskaskia, although it may have come from 
some other tribe of the Illinois confederacy. 

The modeling of this bowl is excellent. There are no sharp 
angles, the outlines being well rounded and the curves graceful. A 
critical examination shows a few marks on the under side of the 
body which may have been made with a hatchet, probably an iron 
tomahawk, in roughly blocking out the work. The only evidences 
of the use of the steel knife are the perforation for the mouth, two 
grooves outlining the teeth, and a few small facets on the feet. 
Both the steel knife and the tomahawk were probably used, how- 
ever, in giving a rough form to the carving, but there is evidence of 
the use of stone scrapers in the final stages of the work, as the sur- 
face shows various striae undoubtedly caused by such tools. 

It would be assuming too much to attribute the fine curves in the 
outlines of this effigy wholly to the imperfect cutting qualities of 
the stone implements. Nevertheless it is the writer's opinion that 
these qualities influenced to a considerable degree the lines of the 
carving. The tendency of a sharp knife is to produce straight 
lines and sharp angles, while the tendency of stone knives and 
scrapers would be to produce curved lines. Therefore, if a suf- 
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ficient number of wooden utensils made by the latter method could 
be brought together they would probably be superior artistically to 
the later work. 

The tendency of the steel knife to produce straight lines and sharp 
angles was early recognized by native woodworkers. This disad- 

vantage was but partially overcome by the general adoption of the 
curved knife. 

The other specimens described in this paper were apparently 
made with the aid of steel knives; the process of charring may have 
been followed in some instances as an accessory. It does not seem 

probable that in the eastern section of the Algonquian area many 
wooden vessels were made with stone tools after the first third of 
the seventeenth century. In some sections, however, the primitive 
process was undoubtedly followed at a considerably later date. 

PEABODY MUSEUM, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, 

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS. 
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